The health and well-being of your neighbors, family and friends is one of the most precious things you can help to ensure into the future.

As a not-for-profit community health center, Outer Cape Health Services (OCHS) addresses an important challenge — reliable access to affordable, high quality care in the medically underserved region of the Lower and Outer Cape.

With the demand for quality healthcare rising each year, there will always be a need for the services provided by OCHS.

In making a planned gift to OCHS, you can gain valuable financial and tax benefits for you and your family. You can also make a difference in the lives of generations to come by planning your OCHS legacy gift now, while fulfilling your own wishes and philanthropic dreams.

A planned gift to OCHS allows you to meet your charitable and financial goals.

Advantages of a planned gift:

• Allows you to make a larger charitable gift than you may have thought possible
• Reduces your income tax and reduces or eliminates capital gains taxes
• Leaves a lasting legacy with a restricted or unrestricted gift that strengthens the community and OCHS
Who benefits and how?

1. Patients who need primary and specialty medical care benefits, especially those with chronic problems that can become acute without treatment and follow-up.

2. Cape Codders with behavioral health issues benefit from a network of supportive resources.

3. Local employers benefit from a healthier workforce.

4. OCHS donors benefit from knowing they have helped others.

5. We all benefit from a healthier community.

Making a legacy gift to OCHS is simple, rewarding and incredibly impactful for generations to come.
There are numerous ways to plan a gift for the future.

The simplest way to make a Legacy Circle gift is to designate a portion of your estate to OCHS in your will.

Gifts of real property may be accepted by OCHS within the operating guidelines established by our Board of Directors.

Other ways to give to OCHS are to:

• Make an outright gift of cash or appreciated stock
• Name OCHS as the beneficiary of a retirement plan
• Name OCHS as the beneficiary of an existing or new life insurance policy
Please consider a lasting gift to Outer Cape Health Services

If you have not yet added OCHS as a charitable beneficiary in your estate plan, please consider doing so now. You can make a difference in the lives of family, friends and neighbors for generations to come by planning your legacy gift today. Your attorney or financial advisor can help you to devise the best and most impactful decisions regarding your planned giving.

When you inform us of your planned gift intentions, you become a member of the **OCHS Legacy Circle** which allows us to recognize you for your generosity and foresight, while inspiring others to do the same.
To leave a gift in your will:

Simply share this sentence with your attorney or financial planner:

“I bequeath $_______ or ________% of my estate to Outer Cape Health Services, P.O. Box 598, Harwich Port, MA 02646.”

Outer Cape Health Services is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization.
Tax ID#: 04-2509828
For more information about leaving a Legacy Circle gift to support a healthy community, contact:

Kathleen Weiner, CFRE
Chief Development Officer
Outer Cape Health Services
P.O. Box 598
Harwich Port, MA 02646
508-905-2851
kweiner@outercape.org

All inquiries will be treated confidentially.